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How did you find the above course?
37 responses

It was great!
It was ok.
24.3%

It was really bad.

75.7%

Would you rate this course among the top 5 courses you've done at IIT?
37 responses

Yes
45.9%

54.1%

No

How will you rate the facilitator(s) of the course?
37 responses

Excellent and insightful
Very good and helpful

43.2%

Satisfactory and met my
expectations
8.1%

Not so good and can improve.

48.6%

What did you like the most about the course?
37 responses

The tutorials were insightful and the learning can be implemented in daily routine, and
the interactive sessions with Divya ji were really great.
The way it was designed and the lecture of Divya Ji was very insightful.
I really liked the interactions and interactive sessions. Tutorial sessions were great
and i get to see and learn first hand so much about different things and what other
people think. Also lectures and advises from Divya Ji were very insightful and i will try
to follow those lessons in my life
The topics
the tutorial sessions
Very relatable
The activities

How would you describe your experience to a fellow student who is seeking your
advice about the course?
37 responses

The Course is well planned and the sessions are great learning for life.
I will encourage them to do this course as this can be seen as door to thinking about
our mind and thought process.
I will encourage them to take the course simply because it gives you a perspective of
different people on any particular topic which may seem of not much value but are
very helpful in maintaining your inner peace and mental health.
Enlightening
they should take the course
Must try
Very helpful and good learning in the course.
Got to learn a lot and a lot of different perspective

If this course was offered again, would you take it again? Would you
recommend your juniors to take it?
37 responses

Yes
No

94.6%

How could the course be improved?
37 responses

We can take questions after each tutorial class and the interactive session with divya
ji can be organised after a certain number of questions is reached
I think it was done in the best possible way with the limitation of online classes.
I think the course was conducted very well and there isnt much to improve on the
content of the class however i felt that the there could have been more open
interactions among student themselves which did happen in some classes. I know
everyone is not open and willing to speak including me but i think it is a great
opportunity to learn so much about the mentality aspect.
None
by giving the questions of tutorials in advance so the students have more time to
think about it.
Sessions often become monotonous and activities can be made more interesting

How many years you have been at IIT Delhi?
37 responses

Less than 1 year
Between 1 and 2 years
Between 2 and 3 years

67.6%

Between 4 and 5 years
More than 5 years

21.6%
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